
Sopot on ............................... 

GROUP NAME 

................................................................................................................................................................ 

NUMBER OF GROUP MEMBERS ................................................................ 

Chaperone/Carer ...................................................................................................... 
 

Rules of group entry 
 

 The Chaperone/Carer is obliged to give the exact number of group 

members before making the payment at the ticket office. 

 There is no possibility of adding people under the group ticket or of a 

refund for giving the incorrect number of group members. 

 You have 5 minutes to get from the ticket office to the gate. If the time is 

exceeded, then your stay at the pool is measured from the moment of 
purchasing the ticket. 

 The time of stay includes changing clothes and drying oneself. 

 After exceeding the purchased time of stay an additional fee is charged for 
each extra minute spent at the pool zone by each group member. 

 To avoid an additional fee the chaperones/carers are recommended to 

usher the group from the pool at least 15 minutes earlier and provide 

the chips to the ticket office 10 minutes before the time ends.  

 After opening all lockers, the chaperone/carer collects all the chips and 

takes them to the ticket office. It allows all the group members to dress up 
and dry themselves without the need to hurry. 

 First the chaperone/carer hands over the chips of the group members and 

then the master chip that stops the time and closes the account. 
 Only the master chip allows its holder to check the time spent at the pool 

and purchase items at the bar. 

 All group members enter the Facility and leave it together. 
 In case of a queue to the ticket office you can use the stop time option: 

available only when the declared time ends and only for the period of 10 

minutes. 
 If the chaperone/carer fails to provide any chip to the ticket office the 

chaperone/carer is obliged to pay a fee of PLN 100 at the ticket office. 

 Every chaperone/carer entering the pool must have a swimsuit. 
 Chaperones/carers are obliged to constantly watch the children under 

their care. 

 After entering the pool zone the chaperone/carer must report the 

group to the lifeguard. 
 The chaperone/carer is obliged to read the Rules and Regulations of the 

Facility and to follow their provisions. 
………………………….. 

 
I have read the applicable 

rules of group entry 


